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Experience helps us to build schemata

Schemata provide scaffolding to predict, evaluate 
and store new memories

1. Introduction

Schemata are not always applicable to new 
experience, though
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It has been proposed that the ventromedial PFC in 
humans activates the appropriate schemata for 
making mnemonic decisions

2. Role of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)

Hebscher & Gilboa (2016), Neuropsychologia

Does disrupting mPFC 
function induce inappropriate 

schemata usage?
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2. Role of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)

Inhibiting the mPFC during storage leads to increased 
schema matching when recalling a conflicting platform

Richards et al. (2014), Nature Neuroscience



  

3. Modelling schemata usage

Simulating foraging in a 
changing world



  

3. Modelling schemata usage

An artificial neural network with two memory systems

Santoro, Frankland & Richards (in review)



  

3. Modelling schemata usage

Episodic recall induces place cell 
activity for specific reward 

locations (typically most recent)

Schematic recall samples place 
cell activity from probability 

distribution of data



  

3. Modelling schemata usage

Transformation: switch episodic to schematic memory over time, 
switch away from schematic when surprises occur
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3. Modelling schemata usage

Preventing the surprise-induced switch to episodic memory 
recapitulates our water-maze data 

Normal
switch

(α high)

Impaired
switch
(α low)



  

Chemogenetic inhibition of the mPFC in mice leads to 
increased emphasis on past patterns in water-maze

To understand this we built a neural network with both 
episodic and schematic memories that learned to forage  

4. Summary and conclusion

The network switched away from schematic memories 
when surprised by a new reward location

Impairing the surprise-induced switch away from 
schematic memory mirrored the effects of chemogenetic 
inhibition of the mPFC in mice



  

Our data/modelling suggest that the mPFC in rodents 
may help decide when to use schemata or not

This fits with the proposal that damage to the vmPFC in 
humans leads to inappropriate schema activation for 
making mnemonic decisions, inducing confabulations  

4. Summary and conclusion

Schemata aren't always applicable! Our brains need a 
way of deciding when to ignore past experience
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